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Following World War II, industry has increased its use 
of testing devices for selection and placement. Wartime test-
ing results increased the quality of such instruments due to 
the availability of large scale testing. "In the Army Air 
Force, half a million men were tested in four years. 111 It 
is common knowledge, among those involved in testing, that 
an increase in the number of testees tends to increase the accuracy 
of the device. This success indicated a more rapid method of 
placing and selecting for an industrial organization. With a 
higher degree of prediction for employee suecess available, the 
personnel manager is gradually increasing his choice over 
guessing. The study made in this paper was made at the level 
of, and with the cooperation of local personnel managers. 
Why is industry concerned about obtaining personnel? 
According to Rothney, Danielson and Heimann, the following are 
reasons for the use of testing instruments. "Where the train-
inf of employees is expensive - $5,000 to $10,000 per man in 
some cases - the desire of management to reduce failure of 
employees on the job is understandable. Increasing the number 
of successes over the number of failures shows up on the profit 
----------·----·--------------------
1R. Thorndike, Personnel Selection, (New York, London, 
John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1949) p. 6 
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and loss statement, and even a slight improvement over chance 
selection in icidustry may ,justify the use o"' tests. 112 In the 






A few of these questions follow: 
Would this applicant do better in one phase 
of our work (mechanical) than another (clerical)? 
Can you provide us with information that will assist 
us in the placement of an individual within our 
organization? 
How does he get along with others? 
W9 are interested in potential leadership -
how will he respond to training? 11 3 
The intent here is to place the answers to these questions in 
the proper frame of reference. Since accurate prediction can never 
be one hundred percent, it is necessary to be cognizant of what 
degrae of accuracy is possible. The limitations and assets must be 
kept in mind when making predictions of job success. 
With this advent of large scale testing in industry comes a 
need for accurate measuring devices. The necessity results from more 
rapid and better employee selection within companies. 
Since personnel managers have the respons~tbili ty of the testing 
program, it becomes their duty to acquire knowledge in the selection 
and use of tests. Though the instru_ments may 1.Je chosen by higher 
_____ < _____________ _ 
2J. Rothney, R. Danielson, R. Heimann, Measurement for 
Guidance, John Guy Fowlkes, (New York, Evanston, and London, 
Harper, and Row Publishers, 1949) pp. 18-19 
3rbid., p. 8 
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echelons of management, some technical knowledge remains with the 
officer in charge of local testing. Tests with poor accuracy of 
selection will not allow the personnel manager to be reasonably 
sure the device is performing as intended. One method of discovering 
inadequacies in a test is by analysis of the test manual which 
accompanies a test. 
It is hoped that the information revealed in this paper will 
enhance the proficiency of the cooperating industries in making 
critical analysis of their tests and program:3. 
One .must bear in mind that particular tests may leave a great 
deal to be desired. The fact remains that they may be the best 
currently available de:3pi te their fallacious nature. Problems may 
be pointed out in the material but recommendations for replacing 
tests will not be .made to the industries. Reference material will 
be supplied to those participating in this study as a source of 
future reference. 
The definitions provided herein are to establish the writer's 
terminology when referring to a particular word. In some cases a 
word may have two meanings. To avoid misinterpretation they must 
be clarified to esteiblish concrete thought. 
1. A-B-C-J2: These letters are used to replace company names. 
The cooperating industries requested anonymity. As a 
result they were reduced to the above mentioned letters. 
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2. Validity: Unless iJtherwise spe..::ified the validity will be 
of predictive nature, This will be the ability of tests to 
mea~mre what they were intended to measu.re. 
3. Re1iabil:t.ty_: Items selected in a test are only part of all 
the items possj_ble to ask in measuring ability. If an 
individual were retested, his performance should be con-
sistent. The lack of this consistency will not allow 
one to be certain he has a true sample of this ability. 
4, Norms: The group tested to establish test data information. 
Local norms refer to date compiled by personnel managers of 
industries using the tests. The tests should be as similar 
as possible to the individuals used to establish data. 
Similarities 1n age, sex, educational level and s·)cio-
economic level should be duplicated as nearly as possible. 
5. Correlat~Q.!_!.~: "The tests that have high correlations are 
presumably measuring the same thing to a considerable 
extent, or are 'saturated' with the same factor to a 
considerable extent. 114 A perfec:t correlation of 1. 0 is 
desired but, theoretically speaking, this .is improbable. 
This 1. 0 is a coefficient of correlation, or numerieal 
indication showing the extent of correlation. "Most 
research workers who have used test scores to predict 
success in training (or on the job) report coefficients 
of correlation between test performance and future grades 
or other criteria of success in the range of r= .40 to .50. 
Relationships of such magnitude allow the counselor to 
improve his predictions over chance only about 12 to 15 
percent. 11 5 To increase the coefficient is the goal so 
that one may be more confident in the use of test results. 
7. Device: Test 
8. Counselees: Those individuals to whom the tests are given. 
9. Counsel_Q_~: Those indi vid.uals who administer and interpret 
testing devi~es. 
4J. Marsell, Psycholo_gical T~~' (New York, 
Toronto, Longmans, Green and Company, 1947) p. '38l1-
5Rothney, Measurement, p. 229 
London, 
Limi t~.:li2.!.1!2. 
The primary limitation of this paper is the size of the 
sampling used. Only four local industries are represented. The 
industrial complex, a'.3 a whole, may be either better or worse tha:".l 
the study indicates. These facts must be considered in relation to 
the title of tile paper, which may suggest an extensive study of 
several corp:)rations throughout the country. 
In order to attempt gaining a nationwide representation 
large companies were selected. Three of the four have regional 
plants scattered from coast to coast, but the highest concentration 
is within the eastern seaboard and the Mississippi River area. 
Only one company is restricted to the State of Illinois. 
Since national management is instrumental in test selection the 
tests are used nationally throughout the various plants within a 
particular organization. Home o~fices select these tests, in some 
cases, and distribute them to local areas unless local job demands 
require speeific skills. In t:i-:tese latter cases area personnel may 
be required -~o make a test Jhoi·~e. 
The interview questions were prepared by the writer and are 
only a fragment of numerous guidelines established for complete 
:i.nalysis. This paper can only begin to indicate the problems being 
q::teationed and fail to analyze difficulties which are not covered 
by the q~rnst.ionna:'..re. 
A...r1other factor escapes the study over which there is no control. 
Some of the manuals are antiquated in relationship b the test. It 
is possible that new manuals have been published but were not in the 
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possession of the test administrators at the time o+"" the study. The 
test may have become more proficient but the lack of up-to-date canuals 
tend to limit the analytical criticism. j\!Janua1 corrections may have 
been made withoat the writer's knowledge in these instances. 
Many aspects of testing are involved in the use of testing 
devices. Testing at its inception was intended to classify the 
feeble-minded. From this beginning one should consider how testing 
is adapted to industry and varies from testing done in an educational 
institution. Where industrial tests are used basically for the 
benefit of the employer, education attempts to provide information 
for the student, parent, and institution. 
The following information is taken from the test by 
Rothney, Danielson and Heimann, showing the difference in educational 
and industrial testing. 
l 
"Table 1 110 
Concern for all members of a 
particular situation, i.e., 
all st'.J.dents in a given high 
school regardless of range of 
performance and characteristics. 
-------·--.-~---
6rbid., p. 19 
Testi~~or Selection 
Concern with limited numbers of 
applicants for work within a 
specific organization, with some 
screening perhaps, involved in 
the nature of job announcements 
and specifications. 
Unique concern with one 
individual at a time. 
Counseling is an individual 
affair. Averages or percent·-
ages or success is of little 
comfort to those who are not 
successful. 
Same obligation to all 
students. Individually, they 
are very present and a working 
part of school organizations. 
Counselors cannot turn them 
away. 
Students are going into a 
future the dimensions of which 
are not known. Counselor 
working with many variables 
and with many unpredictables. 
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Testing that improves over chance 
selection pays off in terms of 
production, the company's prime 
concern. Where there is a gain 
of even one successrul employee 
over failures, testing may more 
than pay for itself. 
In a sense no obligation to any 
applicant and especially none to 
those not selected. Future or next 
steps of those rejected in a hiring 
situation require no further contact, 
or the formulation of alternate 
plans. 
Selection made into a defined 
situation-usually a specific job 
with dimensions established. 
"In any program of personnel selection for a 
certain number of job specialties, the first step 
logically and to a certain extent chronologically, 
is an analysis of the jobs in q·iestion to determine 
the activities which are carried out in those jobs 
and the circumstances under which they are carried 
out. 11 '7 
This suggests the necessity of those selecting the tests to 
be somewhat informed as to the qual.ifications of the position to 
be filled. Where this is not possibl•3, those who supervise the 
positj_on may be consulted when making the choice of an instrument. 
"'res ts of specific aptitudes are designed for 
specific populations. ~or example, one test of 
ability in art. is designed for grades seven and 
above; one test of mechanical aptitude is to be 
used for ages eight to twenty-one; a law aptitude 
test is standardized, of course, for college stu-
dents and other candidates for admission to law 
school, regardless of age. 
7Thorndike, Personnel Selection, p. 12 
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In any event, whatever the traits or functions to be 
mea:sured, and whatever the range of ages or school grades for 
which a particular test is designed, it must be standardized 
upon a representative group of the population for which it is 
intended and with which it is to be used. That is to say, eac~h 
test must be constructed by means of actually sampling the per-
formance of a large group which has been selected in such a way 
as to insure its being typical of the population for which it 
is a part. 118 
In this study, three •Jf the four companies A-B-D applied mechanica~-
aptitude tests in personnel selection. The following quotation gives an 
analytical evaluation or the instruments in general. 
"On the whole these tests are statistically reliable. 
The validity, however, may be questioned; for in evaluating 
them, psychologists repeatedly comment on the inadequacy of 
validating criteria. If we regard marks in high school, 
shop courses, J·cores of oc~~upational and edu·~ational groups 
(Mechanic versus non-mechanic), and low correlations 
with tests of general intelligence as crite!'.'ia, then we can 
say that some of the available tests in this field have a 
fair degree of validity for purposes of educational guidance. 
On the whole, by comparison with tests of intelligence, 
available tests of mechanical aptitude are inferlor in respect 
to definition of functions to be measured, level of standard·-
ization, and predictive value in actual performance. 11 9 
Companies B, C a:1d D employed the use of clerical tests and the 
following is an eva1.uation of these devices. 
"While reliability coefficients are generally within 
satisfactory range, tests of clerical aptitude do not provide 
sufficient evidence of their general value for the predietion 
of competence and quality of performance on the job itself. 
Validity correlations generally fall between .20 and ,45. How-
ever, as so often happens even when validity correlations are 
low, the tests are useful in identifying those persons at the 
higher levels. 1110 
8Frank 9,, Freeman, Theory and Practices of_.J;:sycho!c:gt_g_~J: 
Testing, (New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1950) p. 2 
9Frank S. Freeman, Theory_filld Practi<?_es of P~ychoJ..Q.gica~ 
Testing} U:i-ew York, Henry Holt and Company, 1955) p. 324 
1 Drbid., p. 328 
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Only companies B and D provided the writer with a manual for 
the [fader Preference Test. Art indication of the value given to these 
t,:ists is swn.111ed up by Rothney, Danielson and Heimann. 
"In this chapter it has been suggested that there are 
are no valid short cuts to the appraisal of personality, 
attitudes, interest and behavior of counselees. Examination 
of the form and content of self-descriptive inventories, 
records, blanks and projective devices has revealed so many 
shortcomings that their use by counselors ·'Jannot be recommended. 
(No judgment has been made about their use l),y clini-Jal p;3ycholo-
gists or psychiatrists.) Claims for the value of such 
instruments are either unsupported or the evidence thAt is 
offered is inadequate. It has been suggested that the study 
of various aspects of the complex behavior of individuals must 
undergo a long period of descriptive study before valid 
measurement in this area can be established. Until this ls 
done it has been suggested that the counselor should employ 
more direct ar.id personal methods of studying the behavior 
of his counselees by the use of observation, behavior descript-
ion, interview, and analysis of performance techniqnes. 11 11 
Due to the attention given each test individually, no expansion 
will be given intelligence testing as a whole. The prime intelligence 
test, given by all companies in this survey, is thoroughly cover·:d 
by the next excerpt. This is a complete breakdown of the Wonderlic 
Pex·sonnel Test. 
"The easy availability of the tests fail to avoid 
the poss1bility of fee employment agencies from purchasing 
tests. It is probably a rare applicant who is not exposed 
to the Wonderlic test several times during any given job 
search; the promotionalJiterature on the test elaims that 
over 6,500 organizations are using it for selection and 
placement procedures. 
For a widely used test it is surprising and very dis-
appointing to find Emch a paucity of information about the 
-----------·--------~--------~-------------------
11 Rothney, Measurement, pp. 315-316 
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test in the manual. 
The references are old - 10 dated in the late 30's 
and 40's only 6 in the 50's, the most recent being 1958. 
The impressive number of 50,000 samples cannot 
make up for the lack of technical information on 
validity and reliability. No information is given 
about the norms, or the kinds of samples employed. 
No evidence of validity is given in the manual, 
although the flat daim. is made that the test is shown 
to be a valid instru.ment. It is probably true that some 
Dtudies have shown it to be valid but it should not be 
necessary :for the test user to make up his own literature 
to find evidence of validity. 
It is too bad that the up dated manual was prepared 
without heading the 1955 A.--nerican Psychological Associa-
tion technical recorr...c.·.endations for the preparation of 
manuals. 
It is a widely used, convenient measure of intelligence. 
It is likely that the test is reliable and valid for a 
variety of jobs. The lack of informative technical data 
seems to be its greatest drawback. 1112 
Of the four companies in the survey, B, C, and D utilized 
the General Clerical Test. Its evaluation is made by the Mental 
Measurements Yearbook. 
"Four reviewers wrote evaluations of this test fol'.' 
the Third Mental Measurements Yearbook. They were 
consistently unenthusiastic. They thought the test 
was too long, that its content overlapped with that of 
intelligence tests, that the normative data were inadequate, 
and that some evidence of the predictive value of its scores 
should have been provided. These criticisms have, for the 
most part, been met and dealt with in a revision of the 
test's manual and in making the test available in 
'partial' forms. 
The most recent edition of the manual is unusually 
complete. The prospective user is provided with retest 
reliabilities, normative data from quite a variety of 
--------·----------·--·---··---------------
12oscar Buros, Mental Measurement Yearbook, (Highland 
Park, New Jersey, The Gryphon Press, 1965) p. 514 
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sources, and with the results of a nu..~ber of validity 
studies. There is, however, one rather conspicuous 
omission; the authors fail to describe the process by 
which the test materials were originally assembled and the 
process by which they were selected for final inclusion. 
Reliability data and interest correlations are 
reported for a group of 195 seniors in a commercial 
high school. The reliability data are in the form 
of retest coefficients. They range in value from 
.59 to .BS for the subtest scores and from .82 to 
.91 for the three part scores; these data would 
suggeat that the user of the test probably would 
not want to ma1ce decisions on the basis of individual 
subtest scores. 
Enough validity data are provided to enable one 
to say that this collection of tests has the 
potentiality for making a useful contribution to 
a selection battery. These data take the forms of 
correlation coefficients and tables which show test 
performances and job performances. 
~forms are presented in the for...n of percentile 
rank equivalents. They come from a variety of 
sources - students in business schools, applicants 
for clerical positions and employed clerical personnel. 
A variety of business organizations is represented. 
As it stands today with its revised manual, 
the Psychological Corporation General Clerical Test 
should be able to hold its own among the best of the 
clerical aptitude tests; it most certainly is worthy of 
consideration by every employment office in need 
of an instrument for selecting or placing clerical 
personnel. It is probably longer than it needs to 
be and the separately timed tests may be an annoy-
ance in some employment setting. Only the prospec-
tive employer can decide whether these characteristics 
are really drawbacks. 11 13 
To continue the individual test research, the Test of Mechanical 




~Oscar Buros, Mental Measurements Yearbook, (Highland 
Park, New Jersey, The Gryphon Press, 1953) pp.730-732 
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"'li1.ree forms of this test appeared about a 
decade ago. A fourth form was added in 1949 extend-
ing upward the range of difficulty for male subjects. 
The test is intended to measure the ability 
of an individual to understand various kinds of 
everyday physical and mechanical relationships. 
Each form consists of sixty items. Each item 
includes a picture exhibiting one or more objects, 
physical situations, or mechanical relationships 
about which a question permitting a categorical 
answer is asked. The principles underlying these 
questions include leverage (perhaps the most fre-
quently represented), force and motion, light, 
heat and sound, etc. Obviously, the examples used 
are ones a.rising out of most people's common experience 
of physical phenomena rather than coming necessarily 
from technical training. It is presumably for this 
reason that previous exposure to formal instruction 
in elementary physics appears to confer only a 
slight advantage (about 3 or 4 points). 
Reliability (internal consistency) is of the 
order of • 8. For purposes of individual assess-· 
ment, this is not high but commonly considered 
as acceptable. 
EvUence of validity is given mainly by 
correlation with job, academic, or training 
course performance. These range from .3 to .6. 
Correlations with other tests are of the same 
order. A limited a.mount of evidence is avail-
able suggesting that this test ranks relatively 
high in correlating with criteria in comparison 
with other tests used. While its value will depend 
in specific situatfons upon the criterion predic-
ted and the degree of correlation with other 
tests used, experience with the Test of Mechanical 
Coruprehenston would indicate generally it is a 
useful addition to the stock of measurin"' devices 
avallable for vocational guidance and selection. 11 14 
A second Purdue test, com..inonly found in in industry, covers 
another fleld of specialization in the area of electricity. 
14rbid., p. 767 
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It is evaluated in the Third Mental Measurement Yearbook by 
Buros. The copyright date of this particular test is 1942, 
and is intended t.o be used for grades 9--16 and adults. 
Companies B and D utilized this device in their screening. 
"Mo validity studies have been made. The 
validity is said to rest on the thoroughness of 
the saxn.pling of electricity and electrical operat:lons 
in standard textbooks and the fact that particular 
industrial concepts were incorpo·ra ted in the con-
struction of the test. 
'Yne saJnpling of the fundamentals of elec-
tricity is good, but almost the whole test is 
devoted to the type of material that an alert 
high school student can learn from a beginning 
course in physics. 
Any user of the test should realize that 
the test measllI'es little more than the ground-
work in electrical theory. This may well be 
adequate for most industrial purposes, since a 
person well grounded in theory can usually be 
expected to learn fairly rapidly on the job to 
use an electrician's equj_pment and to perform an 
electrician's duties. 11 T5 
No mention of reliability is made in the review by 
those evaluating the test. 
Though they were very hesitant to use the Kuder Preference 
Test, personnel managers from dmn.panies B and D sometimes put it 
to use. The Kuder was the only preference test found locally. 
It was published in 1948 and underwent changes through '1954 for 
adapting a comparison of vocational and personal scores. 
"Do the scales of the Kuder-Personal actually 
measure what the titles and explanations indicate? 
----------------------~----------------
15oscar Buros, Mental l-:!~~J.!.ents Y~arbook, (New 
Brunswich, New Jersey, :Rutgers University Press, 1949) p. 671 
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Tha method of developing the test is described in 
the manual. A survey of literature on factorial 
analysis of persona2..ity and interest tests· was made. 
From this survey a list of factors was assembled. Then 
seven scales, two of which were later abandoned, were selected 
and items judged to '::Je measures oP pertinent factors were 
assembled for each scale. As far, then, as construction of 
the test is concerned, the validity of this instrument 
rests largely upon the judgment of the author that these 
items actually measure the interest patterns as named 
a::id explained. 
On the profile sheet is the statement about 
part E: Preference for directing others. High 
intere3t indicates you like situations in which 
you. can influence the thoughts i'.L'ld activities o+' 
other people. You like to be in a position of 
authority! For a student to mark these may mean that 
he lD:e~:i the symbols of prestige, but to say he 
'1B::es to be in a position of authority 1 goes entirely 
too far. 
TheC'e is real danger with instruments such as the 
Kuder Personal that the ti tJ,e of a part will be 
talrnn as defined, accurately, measured factor in 
pJ.anning and counseling, when it is not. 
In summary, beca·.ise of the weaknesses discussed 
above, the reviewer is of the opinion that the Kuder 
Preference Record Personal is of only limited value. 
Counselors using it should guard carefully against 
overinterpretation. 11 16 
The highest correlation found in the test was • 57 a.':ld the lowest 
was .JO. This was concerning validity coefficients. There was no 
me::ition of reliability by the test evaluator, nor wa!3 there any word 
~oncerning normative data. 
'16oscar Buros, Mental Mea.m1rement Yearbook, (Highland 
Park, New .Jersey, The Gryphon Press, 1959) p. 761~ 
SHAFTER II 
PROCEDURE I:~ THE STUDY 
Personal contact was made with the personnel managers 
of the four 1ocal industries. Since it wa:; t11eir de~?ire to 
rff~iain anonJr:lious it is not possible to name the industrie:;. 
By ~mowing their ow:t tests, e i ch company is capable of 
identifyb.g their particu~"_1r eval:lation in the st·'-'~dy which 
";Jould help to shed light on further testing from an objec·-
tive point of view. 
Guidelines 
The basis of authority for this paper is described in 
Rothney, Danielson, and ~.:::e:'.'Ilann, Measurement for Guidance. 
A list of technical reco::mnendations are shown to be essen-
tials required of test manuals. These guidelines were 
established in 1955 by the American Psych::ilogica1 Assoeia~ 
tion. It was recornrended that these standards be met within 
test manuals as a W9.Y to determine the proficiency of a 
particular test. 
Since the ':.-Triter selected only a few of these stan-
dards, a limited analysis is presented here. It is advised 
that complete informative data can be gained by referring 
to this :-tore thorough list of speeifications. 
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For a breakdown of each test individ2ally, one can 
find pertinent data completely described in the various 
publications of the Menfa"'l Measurement Yearbook by Oscar 
Buras. 
Only parts of these analyses were used as they pertained 
directly to the study, as the analysis was based on copy--
right dates, validity, reliability and normative data. 
Questionnaire 
The que;3tionnaire was inte:::ided as a supplement to 
the direct analysis of instruments. The primary function 
was an intent to reveal shortcomings of the use and inter-
pretations of testing devices. It will be felt this paper 
is successful if those participating discover and attempt 
to correct deficiencies thay may become cognizant of as a 
result of this study. 
Each question was intended to elicit self criticism 
by the test administrators. Most of those interviewed 
were eager to gain informative data which would otherwise 
be more difficult to obtain and gain some answers to ques-
tions of which they were not previously aware. These 
questions were not given in a questionnaire form but a short 
personal interview was conducted following the test manual 
study. The results of the manual study were not given to 
the personnel managers at the time of the interview. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF TEST MANUAL AI'JD QUES'i'IONNAIRE FINDINGS 
The analysis was conducted to :find whether or not 
test manuals were up-to-date with their data. This in-
volved the copyright dates. Validation study was used to 
find if the tests were capablr:i predictors. Reliability 
was considered to determine if the tests are true samples 
oi' ability. Also norms were taken into account to find 
i:.'.' the tests were properly applied to the appropriate 
populJ.ce. Finally, the questionnaire " .. r2.s compiled to elicit 
self analysis of personal inadequacies regarding understanding 
in the interpretation of tests and test manuals. 
General Analysis 
The copyright dates of the manuals ranged from 1940 
through 1965. A few of these manuals wer(3 r3vised. In some 
instances the dates were not found on the manuals but were 
indicated on the tests. In one particular case, three dates 
were found on manuals for the same test. The earliest dated 1940 
and its latest revision 1961. 
Bibliographic information to establish data was found 
reaching back to 1928. This was true even in the most 
up-todate manual for the test. 
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Of these various tests, the predictive validity 
ranged from correlations of .02 to .87 with some attempt-
ing no correlation whatsoever. 
Methods of validation consisted of using curriculum 
grades as a predictive device to ratings of supervisors 
on the job. Also teacher's ratings of' competence were a 
method of correlation. To supplement this, correlations 
were made with various well-known tests assumed to be 
accurate. Even work records were taken into consideration 
as a method of establishing validation material. 
Few of the tests made any recommendation for the 
establishment of local validity. They seldom warned of 
the fact local validity might not correlate with validi-
ties established elsewhere. 
Within some tests, coefficients of rellability were 
not listed. Of those available the ov.erall range was 
from .50 to .98. Mathods of establishing reliability 
were numerous, including test-retest, alternate form, and 
split-half. The groups used to provide reliability 
extended from 9th grade students to graduate students in 
engineering. As often as not these groups were not defined. 
Norm groups have been mentioned as being from 9th 
grade to the graduate level. Sometimes methods of sampl-
ing were not noted. Few test manuals mentioned the use 
of establishing local normative data. Age, sex, educa-
tional level, and geographic locale information was found 
to be sparse. The lowest number of testees was 195 and 
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the highest in excess of .31/HOOO. 
Several times during the study it was found there 
were no manuals to accompany the tests. In only one case 
was a test locally devised, therefore, no manual was provided. 
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The following list of tests indicate which company in the 
study makes use of each. Only one is locally devised. 
Wonderlic 
General Clerical Test 
M<:'i '.!hani cal Comprehension 
Purdue test for Machinists 
and Machine Operators 












B c D 








Test: Wonderlic Personnel Test 
E.F. Wonderlic 
P.O. Box 7 
Northfield, Illinois 
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Copyright: Three dates were found on these manuals 1945-1955 
1961. Two companies were using manuals with the latt13r of these 
dates. The latest edition of the manual had been revised and 
enlarged. The original study was made in 1940. The bibliographic 
material went back to 1920. 
Validity: The author states that the test clearly distinguished 
between good and poor against work records after five years. 
Also a comment was made that correlation with the Otis Self 
.Administering Test of Mental Ability was • 81 to • 87. To establ:Lsh 
validity, 30,000 persons were given the test between the ages of 
20 and 65. This is the extent of data revealed on validity. 
Reliability: The author believes the test is as good as longer 
tests. One method of correlation was immediate retest yielding 
.82 to .94. A correction was made for comparison with the Otis, 
r'::lsulting in a .93 correlation. No mention of the met~od of 
correction was made. An odd-even retest provided a .88 to .94. 
Probable error on the 1945 test was 1.3 to 1.6 whereas the 1961 
test showed a .16. 
Norms: These norms were standardized in business situations with 
various work backgrounds. A population of 50,000 was used in six 
hundred businesses. One table gave age, sex and educational level 
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on the 1961 edition. Individuals were used from the 8th grade to 
college graduates. A total of 27,366 males and 25,988 females were 
tested. 
Miscellaneous: T~:1e test is, according t.) the author, de1Jigned for 
testing adults in business and industrial situations. The test can 
be used on a 12 minute or unlimitect time basis. Company C uses a 
,~ut off score of 18 for non prof es s:tonal and JO for engineers. It 
is designed to cover areas of geometric analysis, logic, clerical, 
analogies, aritl:L.rnetic and verbal. The author believes it t0 be a 
tes ::; of mental ability compiled by a very complicated formula, which 
is nave:r mentioned. 
Test: General Clerical 
Psychological Corporation 
522 5th Avenue 
New York 18, New York 
Copyright: This particular manual was dated 1950, revised from the 
1947 version. No bibliographic material was furnished. 
Validity: The GCT is correlated with several widely used industrial 
tests. Correlations of .5,~ to .83 were gained when compared with 
the Wonderlic. As correlated with the Science Research Associates 
Primar-J Mental Ability test, the yield was . 77. From here correlations 
rs.n from . 75 on such tests as the Test of PrimaI".f Mental At)ili ty, 
.07 on tho Pr·essey Senior Classification test, and .36 to .67 with 
the Minnesota Clerical. A final correlation was made with supervisor 
ratings and the range was .34 to .48. Implication is that the validity 
is predictive in nature. 
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Reliability: The publishers recommend the test-retest method. 
Tnis was done, according to the publishers, since speed was an 
important factor of the test. The time lapse between testings 
was one month. The authors warn against interpretation of co-
efficients below .75. Below this lavel in the test were checking, 
arithmetic, computation, error location, and grammar. Only 
alphabetizing, arithmetic reasoning, and spelling exceed this leYel. 
Parts are not to be considered separately interpretable, but are 
ment to be added together to yield scores. 
Norms: These are produced from 195 seniors in the Yonkers High 
School of Commerce New York. Six tables .are available in the 
rear of the manual utilizing regional norms. These include 
persons from industry, utilities, news media and retailareas. 
These JJ.ajor titles are reduced to specific job descriptions, 
such as typing, booY..keeping and filing. In excess of a 
10,000 population was used as a background of information. 
M:i.scellaneou2: It is stated the test was constructed to measure 
aptitudes. It is employed in the three major areas of clerical, 
numerical, and alphabetizing. Numerical is divided in~o arithmetic 
computation, error location, and arithi.~etic reasoning. L&stly, 
the verbal section of spelling, reading, comprehension, vocabulary, 
and finally grami.11.ar. All the ingredients of an intelligence device 
are contained in the test. 
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Test: Test of Mechanical Comprehension 
522 5th Avenue 
New York 18, New York 
Copyri,g_ht_: Three copyright dates were found on the test, these 
being 1940-1951·-1954. Only the ·1951 :nanual had a date stamped 
on the booklet. The others were found on the t·:ists themselves. 
Bibliographies contained dates from 1942 to 1950. 
Vali~ity: Correlations of .30 to .60 were found in conjunction 
with the Minnesota Paper Form Board and .37 to .64 with supervisor 
ratings. Ths author believed the low correlation enhances the test. 
The author comments on a higher correlation with college board exams 
but the coefficient is not listed. On the ·1940 test a correlation 
of .02 to .64 was listed for validity. 
Reliability: A split-half reliability of .84 was shown in 
conjunction with a study of 500 9th grade boys. Wnen used with 
naval personnel, a correlation of .75 was found with gunners 
mates, .S4 with fire control technicians, and .SO with range 
finder operators. 
Norm_Jl: Two tables contained in the manual were general population 
and professional. Persons from crafts, mechanical, electrical, 
mechanics and college graduate engineers totaled 314,080. On 
the 1940 test only 10,000 had been Qsed. 
MiscelJ-aneous: The original purpose in designing the test was 
to deter.mine aptitude for engineering and trade school and the 
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ability of an individual to understand physical and mechanical 
relationships for practical situations. 
Test: Purdue Test :'or M'lchinists and Maehine Op.3.rators 
Science Research Associates 
259 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
CoP,y:r;:igh11.: No date was found on the manuals but tests contained 
the date 1949, Bibliographic data, on which the tests were based 
ranged from 1920 to 1939. 
Validity: No coefficient of validity was given. The author 
stated that data was not available in sufficient quanity for 
establishing validity. Tne basis for the establish."'llent was 
gained by checking 47 machine shop apprentices with 720 hours of 
machine shop instruction, then ~~orrelating information with teachers 
ratings of competence. These apprentices were employed by a machine 
shop company. This is the extent of validity infor~nation in the 
test manual. 
Reliability: An odd·-even sampling was done yieliing '.1 correlation 
of .80 to .96. Two hundred persons we:re used in the study of 
reliability. No other information was given in this area. 
No:r_:m§.: The publishers reiterate norms were compiled from 256 
students with machine shop practice and 720 hours of academic 
training. Age, sex, and geographic location was not tabulated 
nor was the date of sampling. 
1'1iS£~ll~~~~: the publisher indicates the test serves as a 
terminal achievement exam. It is intended to be used for machine 
operators alone. Testing requires 50 rn_i..nutes for administration. 
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Test: Purdue Test for Electricians 
Science Research Associates 
57 West Grand Avenue 
c:1icago, Illinois 
Conyright: Dates of copyright on the t~w manuals were 191+2 
&nd 1946. Bibliogra9hic dates began in 1928 
VaJi-.9.it;y: No correlation was given; the author stating a su.f:'.:icient 
sa:nple was not available for validation. The face validity was 
based on text books listed in the bibliography, according to the 
manual. 
Relia.12._i_li"tx: An alternate for method was used on the 19!+2 test 
resulting in a . 9-1 correlation using 434 electricity students. 
In addition 131 sales and service applicants were also provided 
from an electrical m11n.ufacturing company. On the 1946 test a 
.80 to .98 correlation was obtained. In this latter study a 3 
day interval and two month interval ~,;ere used. 
NoTin.§.: These have oeen mentioned under validity and relia"bil:.".. ty, 
though age, sex and geographic l'.)ca:t.ion was not shown. 
Mi..scellaneous: The .·oublisher calls this test a method of obtaining 
achievement level in the craft. Ths time of ad;niniE:tration is not 
indicated. 
Test: .Kuder Preference Record 
Science Research Associates 
57 West Grand Avenue 
Chicago 1 O, Illinoi3 
QQ.2Y_r!.gQ..t: The copyright date of these test manuals was 1946. 
Bibliographic dates were as old as 1922 . 
.Y.ili..9-iJ::L: Basically the comments on validity begin with statements 
indicating individuals score high in their i:::articular skills. 
They show musicians score high in music, chemists high in scientific 
and so on. One would not believe these statements to be of a Drofound 
nature. As a comparative device, table~3 are listed to show V1e scores 
made ~y D&rticular professions in the various cle.ssifications. 
T~lis would be mare valuable to the administrator. The lowest 
correlation was .295 in opposition to the highest of .57. College 
gro.des, high school grades, and occupationa.l achievements were used 
as com'Jaratives, 
Reli_abili-sz.: T:1.e relia.bili ties ranged from . 80 to . 98 on the 
reliability table, with a median of .91. Six groups were used 
including 2,667 adult men in occupations, 1S6 college students, 
500 high school bo;>'s, 1,1+29 adult women in occupations, 101 college 
women, and 500 high school girls in the junior class. 
Norm~: The norms indicate 1,858 high school boys in sophmore, 
junio-::'·, and senior classes and 2,005 high school girls in the same 
l-3vels. 
Miscellaneous: Tables are quite extensive in the manual as are 
for:rrmla proceedures utilized. This test manual was probably tne 
lll'.)~3t extensive of all concerning explanation of the test. 
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Test: Flannigan Industrial Tests 
Science Research Associates 
259 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Copyright: This test was the most recent publication of all those 
reviewed, the date being 1965. 
Validitx,: The test was correlated with fall semester grades of 
£"reshman engineers resulting in figures of .20 to .58. Local 
validation is recommended to insure selection. Eighteen different 
tests are part of the total ba tter-.Y. A five year fallow up gave a 
.36 to .65 conclusion. Four hundred thirty eight freshman engineers 
were used in this analysis. 
Relia~ilill: Three tables were listed in the manual. Alternate 
form methods were used to establish reliability coefficients. 
The author believes intercorr,slations indicate each of the eigh-
teen tests is measuring a job element different from all others. 
It is suggested that all tests added together would result in a 
more comDrehensive test. 
Norms: Seven hundred and one university freshmen were used in 
the norm sample, plus 3,359 twelfth grade students. TI~is test 
was a result of Flannigan Aptitude Classification Tests used 
during World W.•1r II on 68,000 aviation cadets. 
Miscellaneous: Adaptations of the FACT tests were used in building 
the FIT tests. The latter tests are shorter and validity of the 
FACT began at .21+ and ended at .60. Warnings are made against the 
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singular interpretation of the tests, believing total score to be 
the more proficient. The tests were made for reclassification and 
upgrading of personnel. 
Test: B&sic Arithmetic 
Locally devised 
Co-oyright: Date of establishment unknown. 
VaJ.i9.iil= No studies have been made. 
Reliabilit:z.: No studies have been made. 
No:rmi3: No studies have been made. 
Mis_qg_ll@~.9.~: Th::ire is no manual or data on this test other than 
it is given to all personnel regardless of job application. T11e 
cut off score utilized in this test is 75%. 
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T2-1e foll·Jwing table is a li2-':; of the interview questions 
3.Ild ans-v.;ers 0repared to go beyond the stud~! of test manuals, 
and gain a more complete ~1tudy of local testing proceedures. 
Company names are listed as A-B-C-D. 
1 • To u.ho.:n are the testa 
A All applicants B 
]2 All applicants 
2. W'no selects the tests? 
Table III --.. ----
• ? given. 
All applicants c All A1'.>p1icants 
! Locally selected B Locally and Home Office C Home Office 
Q Locally selected 
3. A.re local personnel consulted for selection? 
A Yes B Yes C No D Yes 
4. Who administers the tests? 
A Psrs. Mgr. B Pers. Mgr. C Pers. Mgr. D Secretar-y 
5. Who interprets the tests? 
}:. Pers. Mgr. B Pers. Mgr. C Pers. Mgr. D Pere. Mgr. 
6. Has there been a to llow un on local validity with a coJ1piling 
of data? 
A No B No C No D No 
7. Has there been a follow up on local reliability with ::i. 
com::iiling of data? 
A NJ B Yes Q No D No 
8. What training do you have in testing? 
A None B None C None D None 
9. Are those who select the tests qualified? 
A Yes B Yes Q Yes Q Yes 
10. Do yJu know technically if a test is good or bad? 
A No B No C No D Yes 
11. Has there been an establishment of local norms? 
A No B No C No D No 
12. Why Not? 
A No ti.-rne available B No time available C No time available 
D No time available 
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13. When was this last done? 
! N·3ver B Never C Never D Never 
14. What do you know techqica.1.~ about personality and 
preference tests? 
! Nothing ~ Nothing Q Nothing Q Nothing 
15. Are the tests given exactly as directed with no deviations 
from the directions? 
! Yes ~ Yes Q Yes D Yes 
16. Are the test manuals read and understood? 
! Try to read and understand ~ Yes Q No D Yes 
17. Are the test manuals read critically or assumed to be correct? 
! Assumed correct B Assumed correct Q Assumed correct 
D Assumed correct 
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Specific Analysis of Interview Questions 
1. To w£~m are the tests given? 
Tests were given to everyone seeking employment at the 
four industries. Company C would not allow application for those 
not completing high school. This same company did not test its 
engineers locally since it was done in the home office with a 
test battery requiring one half day. Company B gave the Wonder-
lic test to all but A,C and D administered the test to office 
personnel only. Aptitude tests were given to those seeking 
specific job openings. The Basic Arith.,.-netic Test was given to 
all seeking employment in company A. 
2. Who selects the tests? 
Companies A and D selected their tests locally and this 
was done by the personnel managers alone. The remaining B and 
C companies had their tests chosen by home office personnel 
directors. Companies A and B sometimes ased local supervisors 
of a particular job skill when selection is made. 
3. .Al•e local~::;:_~~el. consulted for selection? 
Companies A and B utilized those i:n charge of particular 
skills to help in test selection. T'nese were aptitude tests 
such as the machine and electrical tests. Companies C and D 
did not participate in this practice. 
!+• Who Administers the test.8-,? 
Companies A a~'1d C used personnel managers for test administ-
ration while B and D had this done by secretaries. 
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All interpretation was done by the personnel manag9rs on 
the basis of test manual instructions. Scoring of the tests is 
done by personnel secretaries in all cases. 
6. Has t:!:J.ere been _a foJJ;.'.2.W lll2_ on_local validity with a 
co~ng of data? 
No company had compiled d:ita on validity. Only company D 
utilized the test scores for information concerning this purpose. 
This information was forwarded to the ho:rae office by company D, 
but it is not locally available for future use. It should be 
noted, however, that this company does have direct communication 
to its home of:'ice by means of a WATT'S line. 
7. Has there been a follow up on local reliability with a 
.£.~l"!!E.i:ling __ of data? 
Companies A,C, and D did not retest their employees while 
eompany B retested on the request of the employee. Company A 
had difficulty with retest information. Unions within this 
company feel that the results may be used to disqualify an 
employee who is attemting to be upgraded. 
Personnel managers of companies A and B had no technical 
training in testing while the personnel manager of company C 
stated that it was gained through experience on the job. Company 
D's personnel manager obtained all information through staff 
psychologists located in the home office. 
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9. Are those who select the test qualified? 
Company A's repr<:isentative felt educationally no 
qualifications had been gained. He believed by the process of 
eliminating bad tests he had become more qualified. Company C's 
personnel manager was not sure but felt the home office personnel 
director was qualified. The reason was that the latter had been 
hired to upgrade company personnel. Company D's representative 
said yes since it employed graduate industrial psychologists. 
10. .J22...x.ou know technically if a test is good or bad? 
The personnel managers of companies A,B,and C said no while 
company D's said yes. The lattAr. gave the answer yes since only 
right and wrong answers could be given. 
11. Has there been an establishment of local norms? 
There was no case in the study where local norm establish-
ment was attempted. 
12. Why not? 
The personnel representative of company A said time was not 
available to do such a study. Also he believed that the local 
plant was too small and that he knew the employees well enough 
to not require the study. The representatives of B and C said 
·c.ime was not available. The final personnel manager believed 
this unneccessary since all information was sent to the home 
offiee. 
13. When were local norms l~st established? 
Local normative data was not established by any of the 
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companies involved in the survey. 
14. What do you know technica.llv about personality and 
oreference tests? 
The representatives of companies A and C do not give these 
tests while B and D did not .feel they knew enough to be qualified 
in their use. All admitted they knew nothing techni.cally of the 
interpretation of such tests. 
1 5. A:r9 the tests g_i ven exactly as directed with no deviations 
from the directions? 
A11 participators concurred that exact ddrections were 
used and no deviations were made. Only company A 1 3 re pre-
sentative ssid, on second thought, that possible deviations 
might occur. 
16. Are t:Q.e te~i_Illi!!_!Uals read and understood? 
The representative of company A stated that he tried 
to read and u:2derstand the ma.nuals. Those from companies B 
and D said they did read and understand the information. T'ne 
representative of company C said he did not understand the 
-i:.echnical information though he did read it. 
17. Are the manuals read critically or assumed to be correct? 
In all instances the test manuals were not read critically. 
A1so, all those questioned assumed that those capabl03 of con-
structing a test must be capable of only true representation. 
Company D1 s personnel manager said that he did leave analysis 
to the staff psychologists. 
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CHAPTER IJ 
,SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Problem 
The original intent of this study was to determine whether 
or not industrial testing is lacking in adequate tests and know-
ledge of these tests. The idea arose after the writer noted many 
criticisms of educational testing devices. The writer assumed that 
if educational testing lacked informative data, in all probability 
the problem would exist in industry. The assumption 1...ras made on 
knowlege of the writer becoming aware that many personnel managers 
do not have technical backgrounds in testing. 
Since the realm of this basic concept of testing is nearly 
infinite, it became necessary to subdivide the study. Even with 
this breakdown, the main theme is only a sperficial study of its 
content. T~1is is due to the fact that only a few APA guidelines 
were us.3d in the survey. 
The final result ended in a test manual analysis of copy-
right dates, validity, reliability, .snd norm examination. The 
above was supplemented by a short interview to study knowledge 
of the test administrators regarding the stu.dy material. It 
is possible that more pertinent questions could have been asked 
in the interview, but one eannot dwell on the non-existent 
factors. 
Limitations _____ ..., ______ ... 
Some problems exist which limit the study. In some cases, 
test manuals did not ,,_ccompAny the t<:ists. As a result, specific 
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reviews of these devices could not be conducted. In the case 
of the Flannigan Industrial Test, the lack of professional review 
evidence was not available in the latest Mental Measurement Year-
book. Time is the inherent factor of thorough study for this 
paper. Problems brought to light are only a facade value of 
underlying difficulties and should be considered only at that 
depth. This paper then opens avenues of discovery bQt does not 
build t':ie streets. 
Test Manual Conclusions 
Since tha first portion of the study grappled with test 
manuals, there call be no doubt of the necessity of their 
existence. APA guideline A.l makes this recommendation. In 
the research two tests were found to have no manualB. Without 
them one cannot examine either the assets or liabilities of 
the device. A complete lack of data cannot support an instru-
ments use without a previous explanation by authoritative 
personnel. 
Bibliographic dates were found as early as 1920. With the 
wide developments in industrial mechanics over the past 47 
years such a basis can hardly be anything but antiquated. 
Copyright dates should be updated as per APA recommendation 
2.0. Two of the four companies were found to be using old 
test manuals of the same test which were utilized by the re-
maining companies. The latter industries held manuals 16 years 
newer with more informative data available. It is suggested 
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that :;ach acquire the latest copies of these manuals. 
L'l those teGts which were accompanied by manuals, some lacked 
any ano all mention of validity. Though industry can accept a 
lower coefficient than education, some of these weC'e low enough 
to be of little value. Coefficients between .40 to . 50 improv•a 
group prediction over chance from 12 to ·15 per cent. Many were 
found to be at a lesser plateau. 
It would be good practice to establish local validity which 
was not available to any of the cooperating companies, and which 
was suggested by few of the publish<3rs. This takes much of the 
guesswork out of predictive ability, even though it can never be 
100% accurate at best. As a word of warning, when validity corre~ 
lation :-uns high with another t3st mentioned, one should first 
know the predictive ability of the test with which comparison is 
made. If the comparativ'3 device is worthless, you are only proving 
the inadequacy of our own t:rnt. 
Not one test indicated what type of validity was referred 
to as per APA recommendation C.1. No dates of validation gather-
ing were mentioned besides the copyright date. 
In some cases reliability information was not present in the 
test manuals as per AP A :;.~ecommendation D1 • 0. The sample from which 
reliability was drawn was also absent in many cases, such as age, 
sex, educational level, and geographic location. This violates 
APA recommendation D.3.2. One case was ci.ted where irrunediate re-
test was the method of obtaining reliability. In this case the 
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method would tend to increase the coefficient due to a persons 
memory of his previous experience with the problems. Again co-
efficients of reliability, like validity, can be accepted at a 
lower level but many were low enough to be rejected. 
Norms ranging from 9th grade children to graduate engineering 
students were used. The dates and conditions for sa..1llpling were 
not mentioned. The number ranged from 195 to 314,000. The number 
of 314,000 makes an excellent sample as opposed to the 195. Even 
with these ideal sample sizes, the lack of informative data in the 
manuals destroy nearly all their value. A sample of 195 can hardly 
be adequate to establish normative information of sufficient 
quantity. Since these tests were used in industrJ it does not 
seem feasable to compare prospective employees with 9th grade 
children unless the educational achievement sought is the same. 
The writer frowns on the lack of suggestion for local norms by 
the publishers. Information about geographic location was absent 
i21 ~nany of the instruments. One could hardly compare an Indian 
from a New Mexico reservation with a psychologist. This is an 
extreme exa.1llple but it does explain the point quite readily. 
It is suggested that those participating in the study consult 
bibliographic material at the end of this paper, as t:.1e material 
is easily read without a technical background L1 testing. This 
would lead to a better understanding of tests and test manuals. 
Int,ervi:3w Conclusion~ 
Initially these tests should be given for the purpose of 
prediction for job success when they are of an intelligence or 
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aptitude nature. If on~'-3 is applying for a clerical position, 
there is no need to use a test of mechanical ability. If one 
wishes to be a janitor, there is no need for arith.metic compu-
tation. In one particular instance a math test was given to 
janitorial applicants who us no math in their vocation. Tests 
should be given for a specific purpose in mind., but not for the 
act of giving the instrument. 
Selection should be made by those qualified, not only by 
management but also persons who directly supervise the potential 
applicant. After all, who could be more qualified than the one 
who knows the capacity necessary for a certain skill? An ideal 
situation would be where all levels collectively make the choice. 
When possible those who interpret tests should administer 
the instruments. If done, observation of the applicant may shed 
light on a different interpretation of the results. For example, 
extreme nervousness by the testee may affect his test score and 
distort his abilities. One point can make a difference of passing 
or failing. By lack of obs 03rva.tion these facto.~s may be lost. 
It is suggested that local validity, reliability, and norm 
data be formulated or made available to establish clear and concise 
facts on proper comparative information. Without it one cannot 
be sure the tests are applicable to the group or to the comparison 
which is ma.de. It also enables those who follow in the same position 
to be adequately informed. When unions limit reliability aspects, 
by trying to prevent retesting, there is little to be done but 
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attempt to explain why the information would be desirable. 
The lack of technical training was admi ttadly expressed by 
all participators, but only two of the f'our felt it was neeessar-J 
ln the performance of their duty. At least a basic course in test-
ing would be desirable. If only the bibliographic material herein 
is referred to, a great deal of technical information could be 
gained without formal study. This might help one to recognize 
his limitations in test analysis. 
Perhaps time availability to establish local information 
is scarce for industry. Yet considering the importance of 
testing, the time would be well spent. Only 10 minutes per 
day would enable one to compile data in a short time period. 
Knowledge of personality and preference tests was sorely 
lacking, since no one knew how to interpret them or was aware 
of the .fallacies of interpretation. Again it is suggested a 
little time reading on these tests would be sufficient to gain 
an overall picture. A little knowledge is better than none at 
all if the instrument is used. 
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Sununary and O·oinion 
From this study general opinions have been formed by the 
writer. Tests used by industry , locally, appear to be good 
considering what is currently available for use. The prime 
problem exists in the lack of technical knowledge possessed by 
the person::J.el managers and the lack of informative data contained 
in the test manuals. 
Test manual copyright dates and bibliographic dates were 
antiquated at the time of the ;:itudy, suggesting the need for 
the updating of the material. Correlations ::if sufficient r:iagn:Ltude 
:3hould be developed so as to upgrade the technical data of the 
t(?.st manuals and prove the adequacy of the tests. 
More interest should be shown in the development of local 
norms, by both test administrators and publishers. This in-
formation is necessary to adapt tests fo the locale in which 
they are to be used. 
Administrators would do well to spend a little time in 
developing their technical knowledge of testing, while publishers 




A.P.A. Technical Recommendations 
A1. When a test is published for operational use, it should 
be accompanied by a manual which takes cognizance of the 
detailed recommedations in this report. ESSENTIAL. 
A2. The manual should be up-·to-date. It should be revised at 
appropriate intervals. ESSENTIAL. 
C1. When validity is reported, the manual should indicate 
clearly what type of validity is referred to. The 
unqualified term "Validity" should be avoided unless its 
meaning is clear from the context. ESSENTIAL. 
DI. The test manual should report such evidence of reliability 
as would perm.i. t the reader to judge whether scores are 
sufficiently dependable for the recommended uses of the 
test. If any of the necessary evidence has not been coll-
ected. the absence of such information should be noted • 
. ESSENTIAL. 
D3.2 The reliability sample should be described in terms of any 
selective factors related to the variable being measured, 
usually inc.Luding age, sex, and educational level. Nu:..nber 
of cases of each type should De reported. ESSENTIAL. 
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